Jeschke Family 2014 2.5 Quarterly Update - Part2
Jaffrey House
(and we are now at 21 days since starting to type! Not that I have worked on this the whole time….)
Upon my nearly catastrophic return to the US, and after I had slept a few days at my niece’s, I
borrowed my sister’s car and drove to Jaffrey, NH, to see what two winters had wrought on our house.
I had built some wood frame plastic shelters to protect some piles of salvaged wood and as a
temporary bulkhead into the basement, and had covered some other wood piles with sheet plastic, and
as anyone with sense would have known, all that had been collapsed by snow load and then torn to
bits and scattered about in the wind. At first the place looked pretty forlorn,

but I cleaned everything up, rewrapped the piles, removed the deadfall, and mowed the lawn which
was 4 feet high in places, and the yard looked way better, almost perky. And the house itself was tight
as a drum, no leaks, no critters – I had thought for sure I would find a family of furred something-orothers living there – and no break ins, nothing missing, no startled band of gypsies, no graffiti painted
on the walls – ‘twas just as I left it. Except for an ecosystem of spiders that had been there long
enough undisturbed to have each collected under its web a debris field of drained carcasses.
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As I wondered and wandered around the property checking things out, I was reminded that this was a
bloody big project! And not just scraping and painting and replacing some windows, but the view from
the basement shows it eloquently - four full levels of……..nothing, nothing but future work framing,
wiring, insulating, plumbing….yikes! When I finally get around to it what a trip this will be!

When I described to my neighbors what I hoped to get done this summer, they looked at me and said
“Dude, summer is over!” although they don’t use the word “dude” here. And indeed, winter is a comin’
in, loud sing God Damn! The Farmers’ Almanac is predicting a doozy too.
And, as there are everywhere, there are ordinances and rules here too, and the fire chief and building
inspector didn’t want me residing in a construction zone which had not been issued an Occupancy
Permit, so I bought a house on wheels and prepped a spot on the lawn and rolled it into place and now
have “livable space.” I never owned one of these before and they are actually kind of cool.
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Of course, accumulating things begets more things and now I must buy a big V8 vehicle to pull this
trailer around, like the one being used to deliver my house on wheels. I need a big muscly truck for the
construction anyway, I suppose.

And it was nice to be back here in NH. It really is a swell place, for reflection….
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However, I had no time for navel gazing! I had to get my sorry butt to California tout de suit man!
There was a whole ‘nother trip I had to deal with. And I was late. Peter Rabbit, you’re late!!
Live Free or Die!!
First order of business was to get Moose plates on my car which say “Live Free or Die” on them, and I
am now a proud, and hilariously apropos toothless resident of New Hamsha. (a bunch of my teeth fell
out in India and I just never got around to fixing them. Next trip.)

The van had expired California plates on it when I got back. Before I left in 2012, I had looked for my
Title in vain, tried to get a replacement from CA, but failed due to some glitch, and said “Oh, screw it.”
Because there was no time upon my return in June, I now faced the possibility of driving crosscountry
at breakneck speeds on expired plates. (I’ve done that before, so I know what it’s like! Not fun.) I went
to the Town Office, and as it turns out I just needed to show them a Bill of Sale, so I went into the
parking lot, gave my sister the car and she sold it back to me via a scribbled Bill of Sale, walked back
into the Office, paid a small fee, got my plates, and exclaimed “now that is why I moved to NH!”
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When I’m “Blankety Blank” has arrived.
I had a birthday. I shan’t tell you my age, but the Beatles wrote a song about it once. I climbed Mount
Monadnock in celebration. Left at the crack of dawn and beat everyone else to the summit. This being
one of the most climbed mountains on earth, there can be quite a crowd up there. But I spent a
glorious hour on the summit, all alone, taking selfies, in my kind of weather, cold and windy.

There ain’t much in Jaffrey, really. Mt. Monadnock is certainly the high point, figuratively and literally.
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Zoom…….Zoom
My trusty old van was still sitting where I had parked it 20 months before. Two whole winters, one the
worst on recent record, had passed and it had sat outside the whole time. But it was happy to see me,
and started right up. The air conditioner compressor pump blew up spectacularly right away, but that
was all I could discern to be a problem. We threw new brake pads on the front, a new battery in,
changed the oil and filter, poured some kind of joy juice into the gas tank, and away I went!
After putting a new compressor in though, we couldn’t get the AC to blow cold, and even after
replacing the dehydrator unit, which was a real SOB to get in, we still couldn’t get cold air to blow!
There was absolutely no way I was driving to California through desert furnaces without AC. So, I
made an appointment at the Dodge dealer, something I usually avoid, and sure enough they couldn’t
take me for a week, which put me further behind schedule. So, I drove to the White Mountains to
check out where I grew up, and visit my Aunt. I got to see the lovely lake I grew up on, and my Aunt
always has some pictures to show me - that’s her and my mom and one of their favorite people from
their youth - and I always leave understanding a little better where my derangements come from.

On the way back, late at night, my trusty van died on me. The “service engine soon” light had come on
on the way up, but I hadn’t paid it any mind. Luckily, I had gotten the good insurance coverage a few
days earlier when I registered the car, and had roadside assistance. So, someone came and got me,
loaded up the van, dropped it at the house, and then picked it back up Monday morning and dropped it
and me at the Dodge dealer to get the AC fixed, but now also to address this other issue. Turns out it
was the fuel pump, which they replaced, and they figured out the A/C problem, which was small but
significant, in that the small defective part – a relay switch – runs fans which push cold air around and
also cool the tranny, so, wise move not trying to drive to California without AC ‘cause I probably would
have melted my tranny along the way. And they also did a $500 job for free which had bothered me
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for years, but I hadn’t realized it was a recall fix, so that was cool. So, in the end that worked out OK,
but I was now very much behind schedule. There was a date certain when I had to be in a specific
place in California to intercept a being as he transported through a warp from a different realm, or the
Universe as we know it was going to end, so I couldn’t be late! It was now going to require a mad dash
to get there on time, but that breakdown had me wondering, “was the old van up to the task?”
Do I drive, do I fly? What do I do? Was the van breaking down a warning “sign?” I decided to take a
drive in the car and look for an unambiguous sign. Some weird noise perhaps, or the inability to reach
ludicrous speed, or a flock of crows attacking a lone dove, or smoke filling the cabin, or maybe an old
man beside the road holding a “You are doomed” sign and looking right at me; something, anything to
help make my decision. I drove around fruitlessly. Nothing. No ominous sounds or sights. No strange
shapes in the clouds. Nothing appeared. But as I was pulling back into Jaffrey, I glanced at my
odometer and it read 188,188. And it stayed that way all the way into my driveway. Oh for f*** sake,
that was the sign! Aces and Eights, a “dead man’s hand!” I sat in the car in my yard looking at the
odometer. Aces and Eights. Wild Bill’s poker hand the night he was shot. Well, there’s the sign, a
prediction of doom, of certain disaster! How can I possibly ignore something so obvious?

I sat there thinking about signs and went back to the days when John and Paul and I, living on the
beach in Goa in South India, would consult the I-Ching for signs whenever we had a question, like the
one I had right then in New Hampshire. We three had gotten so into throwing those coins and
consulting the I-Ching, that one night we asked it which way to wander on the beach - north or south?
It seemed really important at the time! Of course, the answer lay hidden in tangled text about paths
and meetings and such, but we did end up following the signs and going south and found a gathering of
freaks on the beach where the most stunning young Chinese woman was making the rounds. Her
problem was she was from Taiwan and her passport didn’t allow her to travel like her wealthy, freespirited self wanted to, so she was looking for someone to marry so she could get a new passport. She
was drop dead gorgeous and when it came my turn to be consulted, I did indeed almost drop dead. I
was only 19 and still an idiot around women, especially beautiful ones who made the mistake of trying
to talk to me, so I stood there mute and wide eyed, mumbled something unintelligible and, seeing that I
was worthless, she moved on, eventually departing arm and arm with some lucky fellow and all of us
watching and kicking ourselves for missing such an opportunity. But, I digress.
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So, I had my sign – Aces and Eights - and it was awful! But I had to go to California, and I had to leave
immediately, and I had all this heavy bulky camping stuff to carry with me. Ship it all and fly? Rent a
van? What? Think, fool, think! I banged my head on the steering wheel. Ah hah! That’s it! There
must be an alternate interpretation of the sign! Yes. Of course! I would look for it on the internet! So,
I consulted the I-Phone, and sure enough not only is 188 an “angel number” in Chinese numerology,
but I had a double one, meaning double good fortune! All right!
Like the “Life of Pi,” it all comes down to which story you believe, right? So, the empty van became a
full van stuffed with serious camping gear and off I went! Heading west, gonna be fine, sure as
shootin’!

All right! Cruising along. Heading west with a full tank of gas and AC. Got all the camping stuff we
could ever need. Feeling good about this. Feeling relaxed. Looking at the scenery. Humming a tune.
But barely 100 miles into the drive the “service engine soon” light suddenly came back on. Good grief!
The last time that happened, less than one week earlier, within a hundred miles of it coming on I was
stranded on a lonely road at midnight, with a dead car, a weird mist on the fields under a full moon,
things moving around out there, slithering and bumping in the night as I sat like a sitting duck –
creepy, perfect zombie setting.
Now the bloody light was on again! What now, or what next? I was on route I-88 with the intention of
catching route I-80 (get it? Eights?), but route I-80 would take me through some major rust belt cities,
which to this simple country bumpkin are like “Escape from New York” post-apocalypse settings, so,
visions swirling of me stranded in the dark in a vast decaying urban hellscape surrounded by pierced
nose crazies in mohawks yipping and yapping like packs of wild things, no one willing to come get me
because I was stuck in a place that was too dangerous at night, I abruptly veered SE towards open
spaces with the goal to hook up with I-70 and cross the Great Plains to Denver that way.
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And of course, it didn’t stop there. On my second fill up I glanced at the odometer and sure enough it
read 188,881. Aces and Eights? or Angel Numbers? Oh, come on!

Perhaps by laughing hysterically and driving really fast, I could change destiny, like outrunning the
devil? I chose instead to act as if nothing was wrong, to drive exactly the speed limit, to whistle past
the graveyard, eyes wide, ears cocked - not paranoid, just extremely alert! Ready to be shocked by
something at any moment!! Ready for action! In other words, be really on edge now every second!
And so, with heart in throat, all relaxation drained away, the adventure began. And I drove and then
drove some more. First, wildly west across the country in 85 hours. My efforts in California proved
effective - I saved the universe - but my time there was very brief, cut short for reasons which I cannot
reveal due to national security, all that camping equipment I had stuffed in the car, unused! And then, I
raced right away back cross-country easterly, this time in 69 hours! 7,000 miles round trip.
And what a trip it was! It is truly an hallucinogenic “experience” to flash across this great country at
ground level steering a ton of metal at high speeds on our interstate system. It should be on
everyone’s bucket list. The remarkable changes in topography encountered - from painted deserts,
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to majestic flower and snow-clad mountains,

to the salty air of the coasts,
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to the Plains, which we call “big sky country” for good reason,

and every imaginable variation in between.
The old and the new coexisting. Here, a descendent of the original inhabitants,
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and here, the giant blade of a modern wind turbine,

and there a very new-fangled solar power plant, where sun is reflected off of a gazillion mirrors to heat
up water at the top of towers, here white hot at midday, to make steam to drive turbines.

Then there are the strange places that try to pull you off the road – the birthplace of John Wayne, The
Jello Museum, The World’s Largest Time Capsule, the Birthplace of Kool-Aid, the Museum of the Fur
Trade. I unfortunately couldn’t stop at any of these potentially fascinating places, because I was in a
big hurry. And you never really want to go to places like that in a state of delirium like I was in,
because you just might become a true believer in whatever strange tale is told there.
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Both coming and going, I drove till I couldn’t stay awake any longer, then pulled in to a rest stop with
other fellow travelers and crashed in the back of the car for a few hours. Then got up in the morning at
first light and repeated the procedure.

Living on fear, double espressos, and mapquest,
the thought kept occurring to me
what a long strange trip this is.
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And for those who have not used our system of interstate highways, there is something mesmerizing
and fantabulous about that double line stretching into the distance - that ribbon of highway whose
geometry collapses to a vanishing point, pointing somewhere, pulling you forward. There is freedom
on the road, the way you are fully in control of your pace, your destination and your very destiny. You
can live on the road. Seriously. Live on the road – you don’t need no stinkin’ hotels!
Here is a series of iPhone shots from the moving car. (Imagine in the background a lot of cursing and
squealing of tires as I tried to shoot and drive at the same time, and doing both poorly.)
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From the boredom of the Plains to the fright of night driving.
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And lots of distractions, unless of course you are asleep behind the wheel and don’t notice, like what’s
in those rail cars, and look out for that RV coming up fast on your right, and hey check out that cool
rain coming down in the rearview mirror! Gotta get a shot – Hey, watch the road!!
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Tunnels and bridges are entered and crossed
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Cities flash by, each with its own character.

Like preposterous Las Vegas. Not preposterous because of its design or how it sprouts from the desert
(remember, I am fresh from Dubai, the pinnacle of preposterousness) but rather preposterous because
it is allowed to exist! As I drive past, I hear the howls of a million anguished souls who lost their
livelihoods there in that awful place where gambling and thuggery is, for some reason, legal!

Mountains telling tales of past eons flash by….
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Rainbows in virga magically appear….

The sun comes up and whizzes overhead when hurtling eastward…..
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Ridiculous, but at the time, deep and meaningful, selfies are taken…..

And inexorably onward that ribbon of highway leads you, beckons you, seduces you.
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Saying Hello
(make that 17 days now!) After a long separation it was great saying hello to my two boys in
California. Arri is doing very well. He is really becoming a confident expert and can diagnose your
fitness problem or the cause of your discomfort readily and then fix things! He introduced me to his
lovely friend who goes to school in Florida. I am so proud of, and happy for, Arri.

Aibor and I got some time to spend decompressing, taking silly selfies in the van,
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and going places where the vistas were expansive,

and eating…….and eating and eating. Aibor will join me here in NH soon to help work on this huge
project I have (or had, or will have…someday?) going.
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This breakfast ate Aibor!

Not sure what this face signifies.
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Rizona
What is Rizona up to? She wisely is staying in India until we have built a comfortable enough nest here
so that she doesn’t have to endure the torture. Aibor and I can sleep in dirt under a tarp if we have to,
but Ri is a bit sensitive about inconvenience anymore. While there in India, if Rizona isn’t dancing,

or yucking it up with the other supermodels,
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(The hills are alive with the sound of laughter)
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(a peek backstage at the fashion show)

or hanging with the band and banging on the drums all day,
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or randomly pulling groups of people that I don’t know together for portraits,

(who are these people?)

(Hey, wait a minute, I know them – that’s Bolti, Sunny and their mom.)
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she is taking care of Orina. The yard looks great.

Rizona’s email address is rizona8@gmail.com which she has learned to check for emails now. I would
love it if you all struck up some conversations with her. She has the good smart phone now and is
learning how to use it. Send her your phone number though too, so she can call you if she can’t make
her email work.
And me? I have set up an office here in a
bare bones room in Jaffrey, waiting for
Aibor to arrive, redesigning some things
on the house plan now that I have thought
about it for a couple of years, working an
energy deal in California (no, my life is not
just fun and games!), trying to be a long
distance husband, father figure, friend,
Uncle and teacher to the folks back in
India, wondering about what signs the Old
Farmer’s Almanac must have read to
predict this year “Winter will be much
colder than normal…”, and looking at my
thin walls and lack of woodpiles and
thinking “oh boy, what a trip this will be!”
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And, 24 days after starting this update, finally, in this frantic world, let us not forget that it is always a
good practice to stop and smell the roses, to spend some time on miksang or whatever contemplative
pursuit strikes your fancy. I will let you enjoy this image for a bit and then tell you what it is.

A dumpster is a very large metal bin, delivered empty, then, when it is filled, lifted mechanically on to a
truck to be carried away and dumped, and returned empty again. Dumpsters are made of very thick
sheet metal because they take a terrible pounding as they are filled with construction debris, like slabs
of concrete and metal pipes and whatever. This dumpster was painted the blue color you see above.
As large objects were tossed into the dumpster they crashed into the sides and dented the metal,
causing a raised dimple on the outside of the bin, and the blue paint cracked where stretched by stress
in the remarkable pattern observed above. Add a bit of oxidation (rust) on the metal exposed by the
cracks in the paint, and remove some little paint flakes and…voila!… art. Pretty trippy, huh?
Lots of Love and Best Wishes
The Jeschke Family
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